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Our Values. 

RESPONSIBILITY 
… your long-term partner 
 
 
AUTHENTICITY 
… trustworthy and genuine 
 
 
COMPETENCE 
… the deciding factor 
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Our Business Model. 

We make it possible for technologies to enter the market –  
while providing companies access to innovative technologies. 

Technology Market 
We  

manage 
the  

transfer 

Entrance 

Availability 
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Our Services. 

Our range of services is not only comprehensive, but is also consistently goal-oriented –  
8 offices and 70 cooperation partners ensure measurable corporate success. 

Markets 

Associations 

Venture 
Capital 

Consulting 

Technology 

Research 

Network 

Business Development 

Change Management 

Corporate Development 

Project Management 

Product & Process Development 

Interim Management 

Management of Partnerships 
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Grünstadt 

Our Offices. 

Richard Wagner Straße 9 

Kaiserin-Augusta-Allee 28 

Obernstraße 76 

Grimmaische Straße 23 

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 38 

Stiftstraße 8-10 

Ludwigstraße 14 

Technologie + Management Beratungs-GmbH 
Speckbacherweg 18 
D 79111 Freiburg 
Telephone +49 (0)761 – 2149 763 
Fax +49 (0)761 – 2149 762 
www.tplusm.eu 

Berlin 

Bremen 

Leipzig 

Cologne 

Frankfurt Main 

Augsburg 

Freiburg 
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 Sectors and References 

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 

ELECTRONICS ENERGY SYSTEMS 

MEDICAL ENGINEERING PHARMA  / CHEMICAL AIRCRAFT CONSUMER GOODS 
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Technologie 

Our Clients’ Fields of Action. 

Technologie 

Technologie 

Technologie 

Technologie 

Market Trends 

Technology Trends 

Core Capabilities / 
Key Competences 

Optimal Organisation of the  
Order Fulfilment Process 

Survey 

EXCEL Assessment Tool 

2010 2020 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

2 

o  Planning 

o Offer 
Preparation 

o  Order 
Fulfilment 
 

o  Service 

4 Product Development     
Based  On Values  

Analyses Until Ready 
for Series Production 

 
 

Assessment of the  
factors of  
success via  
portfolio 
 

1 5 

3 
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Automotive 

Automotive 

Automotive 

Current Projects. 

Sector 

Technology Control / Reject Reduction 
With our support, the client successfully campaigned their new products (Business 
Development Project) and received enquiries and multi-year contracts for small batch 
series and volume models. Both the amount of rejects and the productivity are 
inadequate. Cost targets and sales goals could not be reached. Production processes 
(machines, tools, parameters and materials) are not properly regulated.   

Backlog Reduction 
 

The client produces only 65% of the required and agreed upon amount with a 21-person 
shift system, 7 days a week, instead of with a 15-person shift system, 5 days a week. T+M 
will assess the procedures in the production, logistics and production-related areas, and 
will immediately intervene in the event of variances and stops errors. Project duration 
phase 1: 14 days, 24 hrs / day.  

Backlog Reduction and Productivity Optimisation 
 

The client produces only 2000 units instead of the planned 3000 units per day. SAP skills 
are not adequate enough to ensure efficient and economically advantageous operations. 
The entire internal supply chain as well as the 1st and 2nd tier suppliers have to be 
restructured and renegotiated.   
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Automotive 

Automotive 

Current Projects. 

Factory Restructuring 
 

The client would like to have existing approaches examined and any supplementary 
restructuring approaches needed investigated and evaluated. Subsequently, T+M should 
accompany the internal staff members and suppliers in the implementation of the agreed 
upon measures.  

Supplier Logistics: Planning and Organisation 

The client would like to eliminate all activities that do not add value to their assembly 
company (Muda - the Japanese word for waste). Additionally, all components procurement 
and picking activities should be outsourced and reorganised. Aside from the physical 
logistics (site selection for the picking centre, shelf and boxing systems, conveying 
systems, lifting machinery) and the IT systems (SAP, ...), the planning phase should also 
include work and time studies.  

Med. Engineering Procurement Strategy and Implementation 
 

A manufacturer of dental systems wants to reorganise their procurement and purchasing 
processes. Multiple locations and the respective staff members have to be connected and 
a “trans-regional” purchasing system needs to be established.  

Sector 
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Mech. Engineering 

Electronics 

Current Projects. 

Market and Function Analysis 
 

The client would like to increase their market share with a new product series, thereby 
considerably increasing the company’s profit margin. First, the market volume as well as 
the product requirements should be systematically increased. Subsequently, next to the 
economically efficient design of the product series, the marketing and sales processes as 
well as their organisation should be restructured.  

Assessment: Innovation Project for Market Attractiveness 
 

The client has acquired patents and has begun to be active both technologically and on 
the market. Now the client would like to know how each market should be approached 
and which technology and marketing strategies are necessary in what dose in order to 
move from an “idea” to a sustainable and successful business.  
Next to networking with the appropriate business partners and their companies, the client 
is interested in having T+M participate in the consortium where applicable.  

Electronics Quick Check Project Management System 
 

Over the years the client has accrued an almost unmanageable amount of “open” 
projects. Visibility of the projects’ status is almost non-existent.  
The new management would like to increase transparency in the areas of profitability, 
resource commitment, project duration and closure as well as for the existing need for 
action. Furthermore, a procedure should be developed and implemented for new projects, 
which meets these requirements from the outset.  
In the next stage, the organisational structure should be adapted to these procedures.  

Sector 
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Automotive 

Automotive 

Automotive 

Current Projects. 

Communication of a New Payment Model 
 

The client has developed a performance-oriented payment model and would like to 
implement it within the company.The executive management is uncertain whether the 
direct management, department heads and foremen can professionally communicate 
these changes, which would result in the desired effects. A communication trainer from 
T+M will individually instruct the foremen in this specific task, therefore ensuring the 
measure’s effectiveness.  

Transfer Concept from OEM to Supplier 
 

A German OEM plans to further develop and physically integrate a new technology at an 
existing location. The added value previously located at the company will be outsourced to 
a system supplier. In this process, not only technological, but also logistical challenges 
need to be dealt with. T+M has created a detailed projection for the system supplier. In 
addition, all material flow, investment and staffing measures have been planned for and, 
on this basis, the offer was submitted to the OEM. T+M will accompany the 
implementation of this project by request of the OEM.  

Space and Effort Reduction / Generation of a Modern Logistics System 
 

A globally active system supplier would like to construct a competence centre for next-
generation technology at one of its branches. In order to start this project, space must first 
be made. Furthermore, the full potential of the current location’s logistics should be 
assessed and taken advantage of. Initially, T+M will accompany the planning phase and 
will then actively support the rapid implementation of the comprehensive renovation by 
means of project monitoring.  

Sector 
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Med. Engineering 

Current Projects. 

Strategy Validation and Implementation 
 

The client has formulated a rough strategy “impulse technology for small, fast 
applications“ and would like  to prepare for the future with the help of a variety of specific, 
realisable scenarios. Potential scenarios will be strongly influenced by the results from 
outstanding negotiations with a major client.  
The client would like to immediately implement the resulting points from the negotiation, 
which have been set in action plans. Furthermore, actual state analyses (production costs, 
retail price, profit margins, variable costs per unit, technology groups, etc.) for individual 
parts, components and finished goods should be conducted.  

Sector 

Automotive Technology Clarification 
 

The client would like to clarify what influence future client behaviour, stricter legal 
requirements and new drive concepts (E-mobility) could have on the company’s new 
technology. Furthermore, the client would like to know what effects the new technology for 
vehicle concepts - when influenced by lightweight construction - will have on new and 
future model generations. 
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People. 

A network is only as good as the people who know how to use it.  
This is our most valuable asset, which we nurture and develop to the benefit of our clients. 

Thomas Dietzel 
Graduate Engineer 

Tel. +49 (0)761 2149 763 
Mobile  +49 (0)172 585 68 81 
thomas.dietzel@tplusm.eu 

Volker Abt 
Graduate Engineer 

Tel. +49 (0)6359 9292243 
Mobile  +49 (0)173 693 69 05 
volker.abt@tplusm.eu 

Technologie + Management Beratungs-GmbH  �  Speckbacherweg  18  �  D-79111 Freiburg 
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Our Presence – Ensures Strategies. 
Technology partners and associates in current and future markets. 

Excerpt of Our Presence  (1/2) 

o  World Market Leader Electrical Engineering – Area Manager 

o  Employers’ Association Sachsenmetall - Vice President 

o  Lectureship TU Chemnitz (Electrical Engineering) - Industrial Measurement Engineering 

o  Union Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH - Advisory Board Member 

o  Chemnitzer Wirtschaftentwicklungsgesellschaft - Supervisory Board 

o  FhG Institute for Electronic Nano Systems - Chemnitz (ENAS) - Advisory Board Member 

o  FH Würzburg-Schweinfurt - Professorship Mechanical Engineering 

o  Start-up Initiative Schweinfurt - Advisory Board Member 

o  Functional Materials at the University Würzburg - Department Member 

o  Industrial Projects / Cooperation FHWS (Mechanical & Automotive Engineering) - Management 

o  University of Siegen, Chair of Mechanical Deformation Siegen (UTS) - Management 

o  Institute for Production Technology - Spokesperson 

o  bu+engineering gmbh  Chair of the Advisory Board 

o  TIME AG - Chair of the Advisory Board 

o  Biegen Body of Experts - Chair and Initiator 

o  DVS German Welding Society 
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Our Presence – Ensures Strategies. 
Technology partners and associates in current and future markets. 

Expert of Our Presence (2/2) 

o  Research Association FA 11 “Plastic Joining“ and I2 “Application- Related Welding Simulations“ 

•  Engineering Committee AfT – Member  

•  Plastics Joining Technology AGW4 – Chairman 

•  DVS AGW 4.8 Heated Element Welding in Series Production - Chairman 

o  Journal “Joining Plastics / Fügen von Kunststoffen“ by DVS Publishing - Advisory Board Member 

o  "Verein zur Förderung der Kunststofftechnologie Paderborn e.V." - Member 

o  “Plastics in OWL" - Member and Co-Initiator 

o  Haus der Technik and the Technical Academy Wuppertal - Course and Seminar Facilitator 

o  Lectureship at the Uni Kassel (Materials Engineering) - Joining Plastics 

o  “Verein zur Förderung der Kunststofftechnologie” Association, University Paderborn - Board Member 

o  Bundesverband Zeitarbeit (BZA) - Board Member  


